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PROJECT OBJECTIVE:  
To construct prediction equations for post-contact driving records based on three data sources-prior 

driving record, driver questionnaire responses, and driver improvement analyst (DIA) interview information.  

SUMMARY:  
Two questionnaires were filled out by 13,594 negligent operators attending group meetings or individual 

hearings-one questionnaire for factual data and one for emotional responses. After each hearing, the DIA 
completed the questionnaire and made predictions concerning the subject's probability of improvement. 
Equations predicting post-contact accidents and convictions were constructed based on stepwise multiple 
regression analyses using half of the sample. Of the accident prediction equations, only the one based solely 
on prior driver record variables successfully cross-validated. Equations using variables from all three data 
sources predicted convictions in the cross-validation sample, and two out of the three conviction equations 
also predicted cross-validation accidents. No significant improvement in accuracy of prediction was made by 
"tailoring" equations to different contact groups in the construct sample. DIAs, in general, could not predict 
whether a driver would be accident-involved or accident-free following driver improvement contact. In 
contrast, most DIAs were able to predict convictions to a slight (but statistically significant) degree.  

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:  
The findings were not considered to be sufficiently positive to warrant operational use of the prediction 

equation.  

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  
None available.  




